Proven Selections®
Begonia
SUMMERWINGS® Series
Huge, airy single blooms with continuous flowering all summer. Blooms earlier than traditional tuberous begonias. Nordic

Anagallis
WILDCAST Series
From the breeding program at the University of New Hampshire, WILDCAT is a groundbreaking series of early-blooming, compact, large-flowered anagallis. These plants make a stunning addition to any container blooming from April until November. Nordic

‘Wildcat Blue’
Magnificent blue blooms.

‘Wildcat Mandarin’
Exquisite bright orange flowers.

Artemisia stelleriana SILVER CASCADE® Silver-grey foliage nicely complements flowering plants and adds contrast. Trailing habit. Nordic

Begonia
BELLECONIA™ Series
Large double blooms start earlier and keep blooming longer with increased heat and light level tolerance. Nordic

BELLECONIA™ Cream
BELLECONIA™ Hot Orange
BELLECONIA™ Rose
BELLECONIA™ Snow
BELLECONIA™ Soft Orange

Begonia x hiemalis SOLENEA® Series
Compact, well-branched plants that set big, double blooms on glossy, dark foliage. Great sun tolerance. Nordic

SOLENEA® Dark Pink
SOLENEA® Light Pink

Some or all of the varieties listed herein may be protected under one or more of the following: Plant Variety Protection, United States Plant Patents, Utility Patents, and/or Plant Breeders’ Rights and may not be propagated or reproduced without authorization.
**Fuchsia**

**Dark Eyes**
Beautiful, deep blue corollas with red sepals from spring to fall. Nordic

**Swingtime**
Flowers with rich red sepals and white corollas bloom from spring to fall. Nordic

**Wilma Verslot**
Stunning single blooms feature crimson red sepals and royal purple corollas that bloom spring to fall. Everblooming, even in full sun. Nordic

**TIMELESS™ Geranium**
Timeless geraniums share the same great genetics as their forerunner, Caliente, which are popular with consumers. This interspecific cross between zonal and ivy geraniums exhibits more ivy traits than zonal traits. Available in a trio of vibrant colors, all three share exceptional heat tolerance and deliver a strong garden performance. Timeless Fire’s habit is more cascading and very well-branched, while the others are more mounded and compact. Nordic

TIMELESS™ Fire
TIMELESS™ Lavender
TIMELESS™ Orange

**Hedera**

**Ritterkreuz**
Fairly vigorous grower with trailing, self-branching habit. The small, glossy dark green leaves have five to seven pointed lobes, often with little side branches. Nordic

**White Ripple**
White Ripple has strong white and green variegation on 5-lobed leaves. Slower growing and self-branching. White Ripple is a trailing variety that works well in baskets or containers. Nordic

**Marine**
Large clusters of deep purple, vanilla-scented flowers all summer. Heat tolerant. Nordic

**Herbs**

**Munstead’ Lavender**
Compact English Lavender strain with soft blue flowers. Greek Oregano
Compact well-branched variety. Essential herb for Greek or Italian cooking.

**Arp Rosemary**
Strong upright growth with grey green needles.

**Spearmint**
Traditional spearmint flavor.

**English Thyme**
Vigorous, spreading plants with strong flavor.

**Lemon Thyme**
Semi-upright plants with strong citrusy flavor.
An industry leader in sun-loving impatiens, robust SurPatiens® Compact varieties bloom non-stop from spring through fall in full sun to part sun landscapes and containers. Their bushy, well-branched foliage is not affected by downy mildew, making them an ideal replacement for Impatiens walleriana, especially in Southern climates. Nordic

**Impatiens**

**SurPatiens** **Compact Series**

**SUNPATIENS** Compact Deep Rose
**SUNPATIENS** Compact Fire Red
**SUNPATIENS** Compact Orange
**SUNPATIENS** Compact Orchid
**SUNPATIENS** Compact Pink Candy
**SUNPATIENS** Compact Purple
**SUNPATIENS** Compact Royal Magenta
**SUNPATIENS** Compact White

Great color on this beauty. In low light the foliage is chartreuse, and in sunnier locations it’s golden yellow. Nordic

**Patricia**

**SURFINIA** **Series**

**SURFINIA** Deep Red
**SURFINIA** Giant Blue
**SURFINIA** Giant Purple
**SURFINIA** Heartbeat

These cascading petunias are strong and prolific growers that can take the heat. The Surfinia series features a range of vibrant colors that look spectacular in window boxes and hanging baskets. Nordic

**Lamium galeobdolon**

Hermann’s Pride

Hermann’s Pride features shiny silver leaves and green venation and a creeping, trailing habit. Also boasts golden yellow flowers in spring. Nordic

**Lophospermum**

**LOFOS** **Series**

The Lofos® series tells it like it is. Tubular flowers adorn a cascading vine, which has a climbing habit and can be trained on a trellis. Nordic

**Nemesia**

**JUICY FRUITS** Cherry on Ice

Dramatic and distinctive, Juicy Fruits Cherry on Ice is known for its intense colors and bloom production. Tolerates hot, dry conditions too. Nordic

**Oxalis vulcanicola**

**MOLTEN LAVA**™

Great color on this beauty. In low light the foliage is chartreuse, and in sunnier locations it’s golden yellow. Nordic
Echeveria Red Edge
Large, blue-green rosettes with a bright red edge. Nordic

Echeveria Red Sky
Soft red leaves on vigorous growing plants. Nordic

Graptosedum Vera Higgins
Rosette-shaped, reddish bronze leaves. Nordic

Kalanchoe pumila Silver Grey
Scalloped foliage in shades of burgundy to dusty rose. Produces pink flowers in spring. Nordic

Kalanchoe tomentosa Panda Plant
This unique plant has thick, soft, furry, silver leaves with a burgundy edge. Nordic

Pachyphytum Silver Jelly Bean
Chubby, jelly bean-like, blue-green leaves develop reddish tips when grown in high light conditions. Nordic

Peperomia Happy Bean
Long, narrow, bean-shaped, green leaves with curled edges. Vigorous, upright habit. Nordic

Succulents
Aeonium
Kivi
Low-growing, mounding variety with rosettes of pale yellow in the center become shades of chartreuse green to pink with red edges. Nordic

Aptenia Variegata
Aptenia Variegata is a fast growing, trailing succulent that works perfectly in succulent baskets and planters. The cream and green leaves are covered with small magenta flowers in summer and fall. Nordic

Cassula Princess Pine
This plant has a nice spreading habit and dark green reeds with slight purple tones throughout. Nordic

Cassula Sunset Curls
Twisted leaves with a soft red edge. Nordic

Cassula Variegated Jade
Brightly variegated white and green fleshy leaves. Nordic

Echeveria Arrow
Green rosettes with narrow, pointed leaves and bright red tips. Nordic

Echeveria Elegans
Elegans is a rosette forming, grey-leaved succulent with blush pink hues when grown in bright light. Nordic

Echeveria Frosty
Thick green leaves covered with white hairs gives it a frosty look. Nordic

Echeveria Perle Von Nurnberg
Grey, symmetrical rosettes are highlighted with pink and purple. Coral-colored flowers appear in spring. Nordic
Sedum

**Fine Leaf Gold**
A dense sea of finely textured, petite, yellow leaves. *Nordic*

**Ogon**
A low growing, mat-forming plant with small, golden yellow leaves. It prefers partial sun and dry to medium moisture. *Nordic*

**Sedum morganianum Burrito**
Long, trailing stems and densely packed foliage. Short, thick, lime green leaves. *Nordic*

**Sedum nussbaumerianum Copper Tones**
Slightly fragrant white flowers appear on cylindrical, copper-toned foliage in January through April. *Nordic*

**Sedum rubrotinctum Brown Bean Sedum**
Jelly bean-like leaves on dense plants that change from green to red in summer. *Nordic*

**Senecio rowleyanus String of Pearls**
Round, succulent leaves carried down long, slender stems. They look more like peas than pearls, but this succulent is definitely a gem. *Nordic*

**Senecio serpens Blue Chalk Sticks**
Soft blue, round leaves cover this low-maintenance succulent. *Nordic*